Hippocampal place cells encode spatial information in rate and temporal codes. To examine the mechanisms underlying hippocampal coding, here we measured the intracellular dynamics of place cells by combining in vivo whole-cell recordings with a virtual-reality system. Head-restrained mice, running on a spherical treadmill, interacted with a computer-generated visual environment to perform spatial behaviours. Robust place-cell activity was present during movement along a virtual linear track. From whole-cell recordings, we identified three subthreshold signatures of place fields: an asymmetric ramp-like depolarization of the baseline membrane potential, an increase in the amplitude of intracellular theta oscillations, and a phase precession of the intracellular theta oscillation relative to the extracellularly recorded theta rhythm. These intracellular dynamics underlie the primary features of place-cell rate and temporal codes. The virtual-reality system developed here will enable new experimental approaches to study the neural circuits underlying navigation.
Hippocampal place cells encode spatial information in rate and temporal codes. To examine the mechanisms underlying hippocampal coding, here we measured the intracellular dynamics of place cells by combining in vivo whole-cell recordings with a virtual-reality system. Head-restrained mice, running on a spherical treadmill, interacted with a computer-generated visual environment to perform spatial behaviours. Robust place-cell activity was present during movement along a virtual linear track. From whole-cell recordings, we identified three subthreshold signatures of place fields: an asymmetric ramp-like depolarization of the baseline membrane potential, an increase in the amplitude of intracellular theta oscillations, and a phase precession of the intracellular theta oscillation relative to the extracellularly recorded theta rhythm. These intracellular dynamics underlie the primary features of place-cell rate and temporal codes. The virtual-reality system developed here will enable new experimental approaches to study the neural circuits underlying navigation.
Hippocampal place cells encode spatial information during navigation using rate and temporal codes 1, 2 . The rate code refers to a selective increase in firing rate at a specific location in a local environment 3 , and the temporal code includes the precise timing of spikes relative to the hippocampal theta rhythm (phase precession) [4] [5] [6] . To explain the origins of these codes, theoretical network and cellular models have been proposed 4, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . These models make differing predictions about the subthreshold membrane potential dynamics of place cells (Fig. 1a-e , g-i), reflecting differences in the proposed mechanisms underlying hippocampal coding. The predicted intracellular dynamics include steady oscillations at theta frequencies that reflect a global hippocampal theta rhythm [7] [8] [9] 12 ( Fig. 1e) , modulation of the amplitude and frequency of membrane potential theta oscillations 4, 10, 11, [13] [14] [15] ( Fig. 1b-d) , and ramps of depolarization of the baseline membrane potential [7] [8] [9] [10] 12, 13 ( Fig. 1d-e) . To account for phase precession, these models also make differing predictions about the relationship between intracellular theta oscillations and the local field potential (LFP) theta rhythm. Models predict either that intracellular theta is phase-locked to the LFP theta rhythm with phase precession resulting from a ramp of depolarization [7] [8] [9] 12 , or that intracellular theta in the place field is at a higher frequency than the LFP rhythm 4, 10, 11, [13] [14] [15] (Fig. 1g-i) . Because the models of hippocampal coding make differing predictions of subthreshold membrane potential dynamics, it is possible to distinguish between these models by intracellular measurements from place cells during spatial behaviours. However, intracellular recording methods require a level of mechanical stability that is difficult to obtain in freely moving animals 17, 18 . Previously, head restraint on a spherical treadmill has been used to facilitate optical imaging at cellular resolution in awake, mobile mice 19 . Furthermore, a previous study has provided evidence that body-tethered rats can navigate through virtual environments 20 . We reasoned that these could be combined to facilitate whole-cell recordings to show the intracellular dynamics of place cells, and thus distinguish between models of hippocampal coding.
Spatial behaviour in a virtual environment
The visual virtual-reality system for head-restrained mice we developed is shown in Fig. 2a . A mouse runs on top of an air-supported spherical treadmill with its head held fixed in space using a head plate. The mouse is surrounded by a toroidal screen that covers a wide area to accommodate a rodent's large field of view 20 . An image is projected onto the screen from a digital light processing projector by an angular amplification mirror 21 ( Fig. 2a, Supplementary Fig. 1 and Methods). To control the virtual-reality system, we developed custom software using the open source Quake2 video game engine. The visual display was updated on the basis of the movements of the animal, measured as rotations of the spherical treadmill using an optical computer mouse (Methods).
We addressed whether head-restrained mice can perform visually guided spatial behaviours in a virtual environment. We trained water-scheduled mice using operant conditioning to run along a virtual linear track (180 cm long) that had proximal and distal walls with varying patterns for location cues (Fig. 2b ). Mice were able to turn around at any position along the track's length. Small water rewards were given for running between reward zones located at opposite ends of the track; consecutive rewards were not available at a single reward site. After several training sessions, mice ran large total distances with high peak running speeds (session 4: total distance 5 217 6 97 m per 40 min, peak speed 5 41 6 17 cm s 21 over a 2 s period, mean 6 s.d.). Individual mice received rewards at increasing rates over time (Fig. 2c, d) . Also, the average distance travelled between rewards decreased across sessions (Fig. 2e) , consistent with learning of the task. After ten training sessions, mice ran 281 6 53 cm between rewards, on average, approaching an ideal performance of 180 cm per reward (that is, the distance between reward zones). These data indicate that head-restrained mice can perform visually guided spatial behaviours in a virtual-reality environment.
Place cells in a virtual environment
Although our behavioural results indicate that mice have a spatial understanding of the virtual environment, the activation of navigation circuits during these behaviours would provide further evidence. To assess the function of the hippocampal place-cell circuitry, we performed acute extracellular recordings in the dorsal hippocampus from CA1 pyramidal neurons (Fig. 3a) . We recorded during behaviour along the virtual linear track from mice that had been trained for at least 5 days. Recorded cells had spiking patterns characteristic of hippocampal pyramidal neurons. Cells fired bursts of action potentials at high frequencies (.50 Hz) with decreasing spike amplitudes [22] [23] [24] ; bursts occurred at intervals of ,130 ms corresponding to theta frequencies of ,6-10 Hz (Fig. 3a, b ). In all mice tested, we identified units with place-cell characteristics (23 cells from 8 mice; Methods). Place cells had low overall firing rates with spatially modulated firing patterns (overall firing rate 5 1.0 6 0.3 Hz; in-field firing rate 5 4.7 6 2.6 Hz; out-of-field firing rate 5 0.6 6 0.2 Hz; Fig. 3c ). Place field size was, on average, 41 6 14 cm. Place-cell activity in some cases had directionality, with different place fields and firing rates depending on the direction of running 25 (directionality index 5 0.6 6 0.2; Methods and Fig. 3c ). We also measured phase precession of spike times relative to LFP theta oscillations during runs through the place field 4, 5 . Spike times shifted to earlier phases during movement through the place field, and the phase and position of spikes were negatively correlated (Dphase 5 272.6 6 47.7u dynamics during a run through a cell's place field. a, Schematic of a placecell's firing rate. b-e, Schematics of predicted subthreshold membrane potentials (aligned to a) from a dual oscillator interference model 2, 4 (b), a modified dual oscillator model 14 (c), a soma-dendritic interference model 10,11,13,15 (d) , and network [7] [8] [9] and experience-dependent 12 models (e). In b, two sets of theta-modulated inputs at different frequencies interfere to create a beat-like pattern of membrane potential fluctuations. In c, two oscillations are phase-locked outside the place field. In the place field, the frequency of one oscillation increases, resulting in a modulation of the summed oscillation. In d, the cell receives theta-modulated inhibitory and excitatory inputs. In the place field, the excitatory drive increases, resulting in a ramp-like depolarization and an increase in the amplitude of excitatory theta oscillations. Depending on the conductances used, the summed oscillation can have either increased (grey) 15 or decreased (black) 11 amplitude. In e, a ramp of excitatory drive interacts with theta-modulated inhibitory inputs. Asymmetric ramps have also been proposed 12 . Schematics in b-e only illustrate depolarizations and changes in theta amplitude. f, Example of a subthreshold membrane potential (filtered from DC-10 Hz) recorded intracellularly from a place cell. Note the simultaneous ramp of depolarization and increase in theta oscillation amplitude. Scale bars refer to the experimentally measured trace only. g, Schematic of the LFP theta rhythm. Dashed lines denote peaks. h-i, Schematics of predicted relationships between intracellular and LFP theta to account for phase precession. In h, intracellular and LFP theta are the same frequency. Phase precession of spikes occurs relative to both intracellular and LFP theta owing to a ramp of depolarization [7] [8] [9] 12 . An asymmetric ramp is shown. In i, intracellular theta in the place field is a higher frequency than LFP theta. Spikes precess relative to LFP theta but not intracellular theta 2,4,10,11, [13] [14] [15] . Schematics in h and i only illustrate the relationships between spike times, intracellular theta and LFP theta. between the first and last eighth of the field, P , 0.01; correlation coefficient (C) 5 20.17 6 0.09 between phase and position, P , 0.01; n 5 10 place fields, 8 cells, 3 mice; Fig. 3d, e) . These firing rate and phase precession characteristics along the virtual linear track are highly similar to those measured in freely moving mice in real environments [26] [27] [28] [29] . These data therefore demonstrate that hippocampal place-cell circuitry is operational in head-restrained mice during visually guided spatial behaviours in the virtual-reality system.
Intracellular dynamics of place cells
We next developed methods to measure the intracellular activity of hippocampal neurons during behaviour along the virtual linear track. Because the mouse's head is stationary in the virtual-reality set-up, we were able to perform whole-cell patch-clamp recordings using a patch electrode with a long taper mounted on a standard micromanipulator positioned outside the mouse's field of view (see Methods). We obtained recordings in awake mice 17, 18, 30, 31 as they ran on the spherical treadmill. Recordings lasted many minutes on average (7.7 6 3.8 min, maximum 20.4 min; n 5 46 cells from 15 mice), during which time mice ran long distances at high speeds in the virtual environment (27 6 5 m per min; total distance range 125-458 m). We did not detect any major motion-induced artefacts in the electrophysiology recordings. Recordings could be performed from the same animal across several days ($6 days per mouse; $3 days per hemisphere). A subset of our whole-cell recordings was made from place cells (overall firing rate 5 2.2 6 0.4 Hz; in-field firing rate 5 7.3 6 1.4 Hz; out-of-field firing rate 5 1.5 6 0.4 Hz; field size 5 43 6 13 cm; n 5 8 cells from 8 mice; Fig. 4a, b and Supplementary Figs 2a and 3) . Approximately 36% of the spontaneously active putative pyramidal neurons had a place field along the virtual track, which is consistent with estimates from extracellular recordings and immediate early ARTICLES gene studies in rats exploring real environments 32, 33 (see Methods). Place cells recorded intracellularly fired in theta bursts (high frequency bursts at .50 Hz occurring at theta frequencies of ,6-10 Hz), resulting in interspike interval (ISI) distributions with peaks at ,10 ms and ,130 ms, consistent with our extracellular measurements (compare Supplementary Fig. 4 and Fig. 3b ). The individual action potentials during a theta burst often occurred during the ascending phase of an underlying theta oscillation (Fig. 5a, d ). Spike amplitudes decreased within a burst without a change in the peak potential of the spike, suggesting that depolarizing intracellular oscillations contribute to intra-burst decreases in spike amplitude 34 . Whole-cell recordings from place cells can therefore be obtained in head-restrained mice behaving in virtual environments.
From our whole-cell recordings of place-cell activity, we examined two types of membrane potential dynamics proposed by the theoretical models of place-cell function: ramps of depolarization, and modulation of theta oscillations (Fig. 1b-e , h-i). We first analysed changes in the average baseline membrane potential during behavioural epochs inside and outside the place field. As a mouse approached the recorded cell's place field, the average membrane potential, excluding action potentials, increased in a ramp-like manner and remained increased until the place field was passed (Fig. 4a ). The ramp of depolarization often began before action potential firing in the place field started, and in some cases reached a steady depolarization as large as ,10 mV (peak depolarization 5 5.7 6 2.9 mV; Fig. 4a and Supplementary Figs 5 and   6 ). These depolarization events occurred preferentially in place fields; the average membrane potential excluding action potentials was higher in place fields than outside of place fields (V in-field 2 V out-of-field 5 2.5 6 0.5 mV, P , 0.0001; Fig. 4c, d and Supplementary Fig. 2b) . Consistently, the baseline membrane potential and firing rate were strongly correlated (C 5 0.55 6 0.10, P , 0.001). On complete runs through the place field, ramps of depolarization were asymmetric, with the peak depolarization shifted towards the end of the field (position of the peak depolarization 5 72 6 24% of the distance through the field, P , 0.05 versus 50%; slope before peak 5 3.0 mV per place field length, slope after peak 5 5.4 mV per field length, P , 0.001; Fig. 4e ). In contrast, firing rates were symmetric within the place field (position of the peak firing rate 5 52 6 17% of the distance through the field, P . 0.6 versus 50%; slope before peak 5 13.3 Hz per place field length, slope after peak 5 13.6 Hz per field length, P . 0.4; Fig. 4e ), perhaps because firing rates were highest on the ascending part of a ramp depolarization 13 ( Supplementary Fig. 7a ). An asymmetric ramp-like depolarization of the baseline membrane potential is therefore a subthreshold signature of place fields.
We next examined the modulation of the amplitude and phase of membrane potential oscillations occurring at theta frequencies during runs along the virtual track. We measured intracellular theta oscillations by band-pass filtering our membrane potential recordings from 6-10 Hz, after action potentials were removed ( Fig. 5a and Methods). When the mouse entered the recorded cell's place field, the amplitude of intracellular theta oscillations increased (Fig. 5a ). Theta-band power in the membrane potential trace was higher in place fields than outside of place fields (power in-field 5 1.7 6 0.4 mV 2 , power out-of-field 5 0.8 6 0.2 mV 2 , P , 0.01; Fig. 5b, c and Supplementary Figs 2c and 8) . Consistently, theta oscillation amplitude and firing rate were highly correlated (C 5 0.61 6 0.09, P , 0.001). In contrast, the amplitude of membrane potential theta oscillations was similar at all spatial locations for putative CA1 pyramidal neurons that did not have a place field ( Supplementary Fig. 9 ) and for the LFP theta rhythm (Supplementary Fig. 10) .
To examine the modulation of the phase of intracellular theta, we compared intracellular theta fluctuations with LFP theta oscillations. We began by looking for phase precession of spike times relative to membrane potential theta oscillations. The intracellular phases of spike times did not change during runs through the place field, and the phase and position of spikes were not correlated (Dphase 5 0.6 6 10.4u between the first and last eighth of the field, P . 0.9; C 5 20.01 6 0.08 between phase and position, P . 0.6; Fig. 5d-g ). Because spike times advanced relative to LFP theta oscillations but not intracellular theta (compare Figs 3d, e and 5d, e) , it is predicted that a phase shift between LFP and intracellular theta occurs during place field traversals. We therefore performed simultaneous whole-cell and LFP recordings to compare directly the phases of intracellular and extracellularly recorded theta. During runs through the place field, the phase difference between intracellular and LFP theta shifted such that the intracellular theta oscillation phase precessed relative to the LFP theta rhythm (C 5 20.26 6 0.12 between LFP phase and position for the times of intracellular theta peaks; n 5 2 cells from 2 mice; Fig. 5f , g and Supplementary Fig. 11a) . Consistently, the frequency of intracellular theta oscillations in the place field was higher than the frequency of LFP theta fluctuations (measured as a ratio of periods of intracellular theta to periods of LFP theta; ratio in-field 5 0.97 6 0.21, P , 0.01 versus 1; Dfrequency 5 0.22 Hz given a mean LFP frequency of 7.4 Hz; see Methods and Supplementary Fig. 11b ). In contrast, the frequencies of intracellular theta and LFP theta during epochs outside the place field were similar (ratio out-of-field 5 1.01 6 0.22, P . 0.2 versus 1; Supplementary Fig. 11b ). Intracellular theta oscillations in place cells were therefore not constant in amplitude or phase (relative to LFP theta) throughout runs on the linear track; rather, membrane potential theta oscillations were dynamically modulated across positions in virtual space.
Ramp-like depolarizations of the membrane potential and increases in intracellular theta oscillation amplitude were present simultaneously, which can be demonstrated directly by filtering the membrane potential trace from DC-10 Hz (Fig. 1f) . Consistently, intracellular theta power and the baseline membrane potential were highly correlated (C 5 0.52 6 0.07, P , 0.001; Figs 4c and 5b and Supplementary Fig. 2b, c) . To determine whether ramps of depolarization trigger increases in theta amplitude, we injected ramps of current at the soma while the animal was running along the virtual track, and measured changes in theta power. Theta power increased weakly with higher levels of depolarization; however, the increase in power was smaller than during runs through the place field (P , 0.01 at similar DV values; compare Figs 4c, 5b and Supplementary Fig. 7b ). Ramp-like depolarizations of the membrane potential therefore were not sufficient to cause the increases in theta oscillation amplitude observed in place fields.
Our whole-cell recordings revealed two further subthreshold phenomena. First, in a fraction of our recordings we observed spikelets, brief small amplitude deflections of the membrane potential (2 out of 8 place cells; amplitude 5 7.4 6 1.3 mV, full-width at half-maximum 51.6 6 0.4 ms; 0.06 6 0.05 spikelets per second; Supplementary Fig. 12a ) 35 . Second, bursts of action potentials were occasionally followed by large (,10-25 mV) depolarizations lasting up to 50-100 ms 23 ( Supplementary Fig. 12b ). These events sometimes contained broadened spikes of reduced amplitude, consistent with Ca 21 spikes recorded in slices 36 . Further analysis is required to assess the prevalence, significance and mechanisms of these events.
Discussion
Here we have developed a visual virtual-reality system in which headrestrained mice performed spatial behaviours along a virtual linear track. Hippocampal place-cell activities were triggered during runs along the track, with similar properties to those recorded in real environments. Because the mouse was head-restrained, we were able to obtain whole-cell recordings lasting many minutes in awake mice using standard patch-clamp techniques. Furthermore, this set-up can probably be combined with two-photon laser scanning microscopy, which has previously been performed in mice running on the spherical treadmill 19 . Virtual reality also offers the ability to design highly custom environments, and to manipulate these environments rapidly through software. We therefore anticipate that our virtual-reality system will make new types of experiments exploring spatial information encoding possible.
We identified three subthreshold signatures of place fields: an asymmetric ramp-like depolarization of the baseline membrane potential, an increase in the amplitude of membrane potential theta oscillations, and a phase precession of intracellular theta relative to LFP theta, such that spike times advanced relative to LFP theta but not intracellular theta (Figs 1f, 4 and 5). These findings seem inconsistent with the mechanisms underlying dual oscillator models 2,4,14 , network models [7] [8] [9] and an experience-dependent model 12 of hippocampal rate and temporal coding because each model predicts membrane potential dynamics that differ significantly from our observed subthreshold signatures (Figs 1b, c, e-h ). Our data are most consistent with a soma-dendritic interference model that proposes interactions between a spatially independent inhibitory oscillatory input near the soma, and a spatially dependent (increasing in the place field) and temporally patterned (at theta) dendritic excitatory input 10, 11, 13, 15 . With an appropriate choice of conductances 15 , the soma-dendritic interference model predicts, in the place field, ramp-like depolarizations (Figs 1d and 4) , an increase in theta amplitude (Figs 1d and 5a-c) , and precession of intracellular theta relative to extracellular theta (Figs 1i and 5f, g ). We note, however, that we observed an asymmetric ramp-like depolarization (Fig. 4e) , which may be important for phase precession across the entire place field 12 , compared with a symmetric ramp proposed in this model. We do not exclude the possibility that revised forms of other models could potentially explain the intracellular dynamics we observed. Other experiments will be necessary to define and quantify the cellular and synaptic mechanisms underlying the intracellular dynamics we measured, including in the context of the entorhinal cortex 2, 16, 37 , and to establish their causal relationship to rate and temporal codes in the hippocampus. The virtual-reality system developed here, combined with electro-and opto-physiological methods, will probably facilitate this analysis.
METHODS SUMMARY
A virtual-reality system was designed using an air-supported spherical treadmill for head-restrained mice 19 , in combination with a projection-based visual display system 20 , in which a toroidal screen presented an image from a projector by an angular amplification mirror 21 . Custom software to control the virtual-reality system was developed on the basis of the Quake2 game engine. Rotations of the spherical treadmill, measured by an optical computer mouse, were used to update the visual display. Water-scheduled C57BL/6J mice (8-12 weeks old) were trained using operant conditioning to run from end-to-end of a virtual linear track (180 cm long) to obtain water rewards. For electrophysiology measurements, a small craniotomy (,0.5 mm diameter) was made centred over dorsal hippocampus (2.2 mm caudal, 1.7 mm lateral to bregma). The craniotomy was sealed with silicone grease and then covered with silicone elastomer to allow recordings across several days. Extracellular recordings were made using a glass electrode (filled with 0.5 M NaCl, ,2.5 MV pipette resistance) mounted on a micromanipulator positioned behind the mouse. Whole-cell recordings were obtained using standard blind patch methods. Patch pipettes were pulled with a long taper (,100 mm NATURE | Vol 461 | 15 October 2009 ARTICLES diameter at 1 mm from the tip) to minimize damage to the overlying cortical tissue, and were mounted on a micromanipulator positioned outside the field of view. Firing rate maps were calculated for 80 spatial bins along the virtual track as the number of spikes in a bin divided by the time spent in that bin. Changes in baseline membrane potential in the place field were measured from membrane potential traces excluding spikes. Theta oscillations were analysed after band-pass filtering (6-10 Hz) of the membrane potential recording using a linear phase finite impulse response filter.
Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper at www.nature.com/nature. 
METHODS
Virtual-reality set-up. The virtual-reality system (Fig. 2a and Supplementary  Fig. 1 ) was designed around an air-supported spherical treadmill (8-inch diameter Styrofoam ball) for head-restrained mice that was previously used for in vivo optical imaging at cellular resolution 19 . A projection-based visual display, similar to the system used in a body-tethered rat virtual-reality system 20 , presented a computer rendered scene with a 270u horizontal field of view and a vertical field from 160u to 220u relative to the mouse's head. The toroidal screen displayed the two-dimensional image from a Mitsubishi HC3000 digital light processing projector reflected off of a 15 cm diameter round mirror and a 15 cm diameter angular amplification mirror (AAM) 21 with an angular amplification factor of 12. The AAM was machined out of aluminium using a CNC machine and then polished by hand. The screen was ,46 cm tall and ,80 cm in outer diameter, and was constructed out of a semi-reflective nylon material (Rose Brand fabrics) supported by a frame of stainless steel rods. Water rewards were delivered by a solenoid valve (NResearch) attached to a water-feeding tube (Popper and Sons) positioned directly in front of the animal's mouth such that the mouse could lick the meniscus. Rotations of the Styrofoam ball were measured by an optical computer mouse (Logitech MX1000) that was positioned below the field of view in front of the animal at the point where the ball's equator intersected the animal's rostral-caudal body axis. A computer running Labview used USB-communicated signals from the optical mouse to compute low-pass filtered ball rotational velocity around both the horizontal axis (perpendicular to the body axis) and vertical axis. These velocities were then output as analogue control voltages using a D/A converter (National Instruments) and used as input control signals to a separate computer running the virtual-reality software.
The virtual-reality software we developed was on the basis of the open source Quake2 game engine (id software), using code ported to Visual Studio 2008 (Microsoft). The rendering engine was modified, using cube map texturing in OpenGL graphics 38 , to display a 'fisheye' transform of the perspective of the virtual player, such that the image reflected off the AAM and displayed on the screen had the geometrically correct perspective for the mouse on the ball. Software to control the water reward system, input information on ball rotation velocity, and output voltages proportional to position and view angle within the environment was also developed by adding A/D and D/A control to the game engine, using National Instruments multifunction cards. Ball velocity around the vertical axis was used as a control signal for changing view angle in the virtual environment, whereas velocity around the horizontal axis was used as a control signal for forward and backward movement. Other open source gaming software (Quark, http://quark.planetquake.gamespy.com/) was used to build the virtual linear track. To synchronize behaviour data with electrophysiology recordings, an independent computer with a Digidata 1440A interface running Clampex software (Molecular Devices) digitized and stored real time information about the mouse's location in the virtual environment together with solenoid (water reward) control signals, ball rotational velocities, and electrophysiological data. Behavioural training. Eight-to-twelve-week-old male C57BL/6J mice (Jackson Labs) were used for all experiments. C57BL/6J mice were selected because they have good vision compared to other inbred strains 39 and are a common background strain for transgenic mice. All experimental procedures were performed in compliance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (http://www.nap.edu/readingroom/books/labrats/) and were approved by Princeton University's Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Before behavioural training, titanium head plates with a large central opening (2.5 cm wide 3 0.9 cm long 3 0.08 cm thick; central opening: 0.89 cm wide 3 0.61 cm long) were implanted on mice and affixed to the skull using dental cement (Metabond, Parkell). Sites for future craniotomies over the left and right dorsal hippocampi were marked using stereotactic coordinates (2.2 mm caudal, 1.7 mm lateral to bregma). After head plate implantation, mice were placed on a water schedule in which they received 1 ml of water per day. Body weights were checked to ensure mice were ,80% of their pre-water-restriction weight 40, 41 . After at least 5 days of water scheduling, behaviour training began. In each training session, mice were placed on the experimental apparatus with their head fixed in place. The head was centred over the middle of the Styrofoam ball with the headplate ,2.6 cm from the top of the ball. A lick tube to deliver water rewards was positioned in front of the mouse's mouth. The water rewards earned during behaviour were included in the mouse's daily water allotment such that a mouse received exactly 1 ml of water per day. Each training session (one per day) lasted 45 min with the virtual-reality system turned on for all sessions. The first several sessions mostly involved acclimation to the apparatus and learning to run on the spherical treadmill.
Mice were trained to perform behaviours along a virtual linear track. The virtual track was 180 cm long and 9 cm wide, measured as the number of rotations of the Styrofoam ball to move from one end of the track to the other times the circumference of the ball. The effective width of the track (that is, the distance the mouse could actually move) was ,1 cm, rather than 9 cm, because in Quake2 the player is surrounded by a bounding box that gives him a fixed width. The track had short proximal walls with different textures for each third of the track (0-60 cm: white with black dots, 61-120 cm: vertical white and black stripes, 121-180 cm: black with white dots). The proximal walls at the ends of the track were green with black dots to mark the reward zones. Tall distal walls were positioned at 60 cm (horizontal black and white stripes) and 120 cm (green with black crosses). The floor and ceiling were black throughout the track. Green was selected as the only non-black or white colour because electrophysiological and behavioural data indicate that mice can detect wavelengths of ,500 nm 42 . Mice received small water rewards (4 ml) for running between reward zones positioned at opposite ends of the track (zone 1 postion: 0-9 cm; zone 2 position: 171-180 cm). After receiving a reward at one reward zone, the mouse then had to run to the other reward zone to receive the next reward; two consecutive rewards could not be obtained from a single reward site. Linear track behavioural data (Fig. 2c-e) were from mice trained only on the linear track. Some animals used for electrophysiology recordings were trained in other virtual environments before training in the linear track. During electrophysiology experiments, behavioural performance was in some cases degraded due to satiation from water rewards and because the visual display was turned off while patch pipettes were changed. Electrophysiology. After at least five training sessions on the virtual linear track, a small craniotomy (,0.5 mm diameter) was made over the left hippocampus (2.2 mm caudal, 21.7 mm lateral to bregma). The dura was left intact for both extracellular and intracellular recordings. Because behavioural performance was degraded on the day of surgery and anaesthesia, electrophysiology recordings were performed starting the next day. To preserve the craniotomy across days, it was covered with silicone grease (Dow Corning) and then with a layer of silicone elastomer (Kwik-Sil, World Precision Instruments) until the time of recording. Extracellular recordings (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 10 ) were made using a single glass electrode filled with 0.5 M NaCl (,2.5 MV pipette resistance). The electrode was mounted vertically (perpendicular to the surface of the brain) on a micromanipulator (Sutter MP285) that was positioned behind the mouse and thus outside the mouse's field of view. The reference electrode was positioned outside the craniotomy in extracellular saline containing (in mM): 150 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 10 HEPES, pH 7.4. Signals were electronically filtered between 500 Hz and 7.5 kHz and digitized at 20 kHz. For measurements of the LFP and phase precession, signals were electronically filtered between 2 Hz and 10 kHz; spikes and the LFP were recorded on the same electrode. The position of the top of the brain was noted as a large resistance increase when the electrode made contact with the dura. As the electrode was advanced through cortex, spikes were present in each layer. Upon entering the external capsule, a change in the recording was noted, especially from changes in sound quality using an audio monitor. The CA1 cell body layer was ,200 mm beneath the external capsule and was characterized by strongly theta-modulated spiking. Putative pyramidal neurons were found as units firing complex bursts separated at theta frequencies 22 . In all animals CA1 recordings were made at a depth of ,1.1 mm; cells were found reproducibly at this depth across several electrodes and days. To confirm that this recording position was in the CA1 cell body layer, in a separate experiment we electroporated Alexa 488 dextran (5% (w/v) in extracellular saline, 4 mA pulses, 25 ms pulse duration, 600 pulses at 2 Hz) using a recording pipette and found bright labelling of CA1 cell bodies in histology sections. At this depth, we searched for well-isolated units of large amplitude and recorded their activity for ,15-30 min, which was enough time for the mouse to sample thoroughly the virtual linear track. Spikes were sorted offline using a threshold analysis. At most one unit was isolated from a single recording. To check the quality of unit isolation, we overlaid all spike waveforms to make sure that they matched by visual inspection (Fig. 3a) , and we plotted ISI distributions to make sure no spikes fell within the refractory period (,1-2 ms; Fig. 3b ). Extracellular recordings were made from a total of 8 mice. In some cases a second craniotomy was made over the right hemisphere to extend the number of recording sessions from a single animal. Recordings were made for up to 4 days from the same craniotomy. Place cells were found in every mouse tested.
Whole-cell recordings were made using the same experimental set-up as for extracellular recordings. Pipettes (,5-7 MV) were filled with internal solution containing (in mM): 135 K-gluconate, 10 HEPES, 10 Na 2 -phosphocreatine, 4 KCl, 4 MgATP, 0.3 Na 3 GTP (pH 7.25 with KOH, 285 mOsm). We pulled pipettes with a long taper (,100 mm diameter at 1 mm from the tip) to minimize damage to the overlying cortical tissue and to reduce compression of the tissue while advancing the pipette. The pipette was mounted vertically on a standard micromanipulator (Sutter MP285) positioned outside the mouse's field of view; special methods to anchor the pipette 17, 18 were not necessary. We used standard blind patch methods to obtain whole-cell recordings 30 . In brief, we applied ,250 mbar of positive pressure while moving the pipette through the cortex and reduced the pressure to ,15 mbar while searching for cells in the hippocampus. The CA1 cell body layer was located using a depth coordinate obtained from extracellular recordings in the same animal. We attempted to form a seal when we observed large (,50%), reproducible increases in pipette resistance. Recordings were made in current clamp mode with no holding current. Membrane potential values were corrected for liquid junction potentials. We obtained recordings lasting longer than 3 min from 46 cells from 15 mice, with a peak success rate of approximately one such recording in every five attempts. Recordings were abandoned when we observed large increases in resting potential or large decreases in spike amplitude. We obtained whole-cell recordings for up to 3 days from the same craniotomy. Whole-cell recordings from place cells lasted on average 7.1 6 2.8 min and had series resistances of 48 6 16 MV, input resistances of 98 6 23 MV, and resting membrane potentials of 267 6 4 mV. Firing rates from place cells recorded intracellularly tended to be higher than those recorded extracellularly, both inside and outside the place field, potentially because a fraction of spikes measured extracellularly were lost during spike sorting. All other place-cell parameters (for example, field size, ISI distribution) were similar between cells recorded extracellularly and intracellularly. Although we cannot exclude possible effects of dialysis of the cell during whole-cell measurements, such effects are probably small owing to short recording durations and relatively high series resistances. In experiments to assess the connection between ramps of depolarization and changes in theta oscillation amplitude ( Supplementary Fig. 7 ), ramps of current (4 s duration, 1-1.5 nA at the peak) were injected at the soma after 11 s without current injection. Only trials in which the animal was running at greater than 10 cm s 21 were analysed. To perform whole-cell and extracellular recordings simultaneously (Fig. 5f , g and Supplementary Fig. 11 ), we mounted two glass electrodes on separate micromanipulators, which were both positioned behind the mouse, and advanced the electrodes independently through separate craniotomies on the same hemisphere. Whole-cell recordings were made at the standard coordinates as described earlier. The extracellular recording electrode (filled with 0.5 M NaCl) was mounted at a 40u angle relative to the midline and a 45u angle with respect to the vertical. The craniotomy for the extracellular electrode was positioned caudal and either lateral for the left hemisphere or medial for the right hemisphere relative to the craniotomy for intracellular recordings. The tip of the extracellular electrode was positioned at a depth of ,1.2 mm and ,250 mm caudal to the centre of the craniotomy for whole-cell recordings. The extracellular recordings were filtered between 1 Hz and 10 kHz.
From our 46 hippocampal whole-cell recordings, 41 cells were spontaneously active (overall firing rate .0.05 Hz). We classified 7 of the spontaneously active cells as interneurons on the basis of high overall firing rates (.5 Hz) and the absence of complex spike bursts. The remaining 34 spontaneously active cells were categorized as pyramidal neurons. To estimate the fraction of spontaneously active pyramidal neurons that had a place field along the virtual linear track, we considered only those recordings during which the animal visited each of the 80 spatial segments at least 3 times, with visits separated by at least 2 s in time. We estimate that 36% of spontaneously active pyramidal neurons had place fields in the virtual environment (8 out of 22 cells). During whole-cell place-cell recordings, the place field was visited 20 6 8 times on average, with visits separated by at least 2 s in time. Data analysis. To create firing rate maps (Figs 3c, 4b and Supplementary Fig. 2a) , we divided the virtual linear track into 80 bins (2.25 cm each) and calculated the firing rate as the total number of spikes in a bin divided by the total amount of time spent in a bin. The maps were smoothed using a five point Gaussian window with a standard deviation of one. Periods in which the mouse ran slower than 5 cm s 21 , averaged over a 2-s window, were removed from the analysis. To identify place fields, we found groups of adjacent bins with firing rates greater than 0.25 times the rate in the peak bin. We selected only those fields that were larger than 8 bins (18 cm) in length, had mean in-field firing rates of greater than 1.5 Hz, and had mean in-field firing rates more than 3 times larger than the mean out-of-field firing rate. To verify that place fields were a statistically significant increase in firing rate, we performed a bootstrap shuffle test. We shuffled the times of spikes in 10 s segments, calculated new firing rate maps using the unshuffled bin dwell times, and then checked for a place field using the abovestated criteria. This procedure was repeated 1,000 times per place-cell recording. We called a cell a place cell only if a place field was found in the unshuffled data and in fewer than 2% of the shuffled tests (P , 0.02). Across the place cells we recorded, we found place fields at all positions along the linear track. Spikes were separated into leftward and rightward runs based on the head direction of the animal with regard to the virtual track (measured as the player's view angle in Quake2). A directionality index for firing based on firing rates in leftward and rightward directions (FR left , FR right ) was defined as jFR left 2 FR right j/ (FR lef t 1 FR right ) . A directionality index of 0 indicates identical firing in both directions, whereas an index of 1 indicates firing in one direction only.
To quantify the average baseline membrane potential as a function of position along the virtual track (Fig. 4c and Supplementary Fig. 2b ), we first removed the contribution of action potentials by discarding all time points between 4 ms before and 7 ms after an action potential's peak. We then created a map of membrane potential values by grouping the membrane potentials into 80 spatial bins along the track and calculating an average membrane potential for each bin. The membrane potential map was smoothed using a five point Gaussian window with a standard deviation of one. Large, long-lasting depolarizations of the baseline membrane potential occurred infrequently outside the place field (2.3 6 1.3 events per recording for depolarizations of greater than 2 mV lasting longer than 0.5 s).
To analyse ramps of depolarization during complete runs through the place field (that is, the mouse did not turn around inside the place field), we calculated changes in membrane potential (DV) after action potentials were removed (Fig. 4e and Supplementary Figs 5 and 6b) . We defined the baseline membrane potential as the mean membrane potential from 500 ms to 1 s before the mouse entered the place field and subtracted this baseline from all membrane potential values during the run to get DV values. The peak DV during a run through the place field ( Supplementary Fig. 6b ) was calculated after smoothing the DV values over a sliding window of length 50 ms such that the peak value was representative of the ramp-like depolarization rather than brief, high frequency depolarizations. To analyse the symmetry of firing rates and ramps of depolarization in place fields (Fig. 4e) , we considered runs starting half the place field's width before the place field and ending half the place field's width beyond the place field (total length was twice the length of the place field). Because place fields varied in size between cells and runs through the field differed in duration, we divided each run into 60 equally sized spatial bins and calculated the mean firing rates and DV for each 1/60th of the run (that is, 15 spatial bins before the place field, 30 bins in the field, and 15 bins after the field). All runs through the field were plotted with increasing track position values so that runs in opposite directions could be combined.
To analyse subthreshold theta oscillations ( Fig. 5 and Supplementary Figs 2c, 7 and 9), spikes were removed over a window of 3 ms preceding and 5 ms after the peak and were replaced using linear interpolation. The resulting trace was then band-pass filtered between 6-10 Hz (a peak in the ISI distribution) using a linear phase finite impulse response (FIR) filter with a Hamming window of width 1 s (Matlab function fir1). To create a map of theta power along the virtual track, power was calculated as the mean of the squared amplitude for a sliding window of length 1 s for the entire recording, with the centre of the window providing the position along the track. The power values were grouped into 80 spatial bins along the track and smoothed using a five point Gaussian window with a standard deviation of one. Power spectra for epochs in and out of the place field were obtained using multi-taper spectral analysis methods (Chronux toolbox, http:// chronux.org; Supplementary Fig. 8 ). Running speed, which can influence theta oscillations 43 , was similar inside and outside the place field (in-field speed 5 49 6 6 cm s
21
, out-of-field speed 5 47 6 4 cm s 21 , P . 0.7). LFP theta oscillations were present when the animal was running (Fig. 3d and Supplementary Fig. 10 ) and absent when the animal was resting.
To analyse phase precession (Figs 3d, e and 5d-g), we considered complete runs through the place field (that is, the animal did not turn around in the field) that had at least 5 spikes and in which the animal ran faster than 10 cm s
. Only cells with more than 40 total spikes in the place field were included. Extracellular or intracellular (after removing spikes) voltage traces were band-pass filtered between 6-10 Hz using an FIR filter. To assign a phase to a spike occurring at time t, we identified, in the filtered trace, the times of the peaks immediately preceding and following the spike (t 1 and t 2 , respectively) and calculated the phase as 360(t 2 t 1 )/ (t 2 2 t 1 ). We circularly shifted the phase of the spikes in 1u steps from 0u to 360u, continuing across the 360u border, and fit a linear regression line to the phase versus position plot at each rotation 4, 37 . We found the rotation with the best fit, such that the sum of squared errors between the fit line and data was minimized, and used the correlation coefficient between phase and position at this rotation as a measure of phase precession. All phase values are from the raw data in relation to theta phase, with 0u indicating the peak. To measure the precession of intracellular theta relative to extracellular theta (Fig. 5g) , we first identified the times of the peaks of the filtered (6-10 Hz) membrane potential trace during runs through the place field. For each peak of intracellular theta, we found the corresponding phase of the simultaneously recorded extracellular theta and the position of the mouse along the virtual track and followed the same procedures that were used for the analysis of the phase precession of spike times. To quantify the change in times between intracellular theta peaks and LFP theta peaks during place field traversals ( Supplementary Fig. 11a) , we found the time difference between the first LFP theta peak and the first intracellular theta peak in the place field, the time difference between the second LFP theta peak and the second intracellular theta peak, and so on. To quantify frequency differences between intracellular and LFP theta ( Supplementary Fig. 11b) , we calculated the ratio of the period of the first intracellular oscillation to the period of the first LFP oscillation, the ratio of the period of
